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This question bank content is framed in simple English with adequate tables and diagrams for better understanding of the subjects. This question bank has all the second year subjects; such as pharmacology, pathology and genetics, sociology, community health nursing, medical surgical nursing, and communication and educational technology. These subjects are framed on the syllabus recommended by Indian Nursing Council (INC). This question bank covers eight years (2021-2014) solved papers.

KEY FEATURES

- Revised edition strictly following new syllabus as per the Indian Nursing Council (INC).
- Completely revised papers from 2021-2014.
- The subjects are pharmacology, pathology and genetics; sociology; community health nursing; medical surgical nursing; communication and educational technology.
- Relevant and important diagrams and tables are given for easy understanding.
- Concise, simplified and easy to study.
- Student-friendly presentation and helps to face the examination confidently.
- Answers are prepared to the point.
- Comprehensive approach used to integrate theory into practice.
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- BSc Nursing Students